Abstract. This study suggested a new method to estimate muscle fiber number of ADM (abductor digiti minimi) muscle using surface electromyogram and muscle modeling. For muscle fiber number estimation, this study detected SMUAP (single motor unit action potential) by inducing the voluntary contraction of ADM muscle with less than 1% MVC (maximum voluntary contraction). The muscle fiber number was estimated as 93±16, while SMUAP depth and muscle fiber number were changed with 1,271 steps using the designed ADM-simulator. To estimate muscle fiber number, this study designed an ADM-simulator for ADM muscle with physiological parameters, such as conduction velocity and muscle length, and probability statistical parameters. The muscle fiber number was estimated with a method of seeking minimum MSE (mean square error) value considering the shapes and amplitude of signals from the simulated SMUAP and the SMUAP detected with surface electrodes. As the adjustment of various parameters can be carried out easily with the suggested method in this study, the results of this study are conjectured to be helpful to the electromyogram information processing research of human muscles.
Introduction
The surface electromyogram (EMG) signals are the result summing up many MUAPs (motor unit action potentials). The surface EMG signals have dozens of ㎶to hundreds of mV sizes, and also have 20~500Hz frequency bands. The modeling of MUAP, which is the basis of surface EMG signals, can be importantly applied to the estimation of characteristics and phenomena of muscle's internal structure in terms of EMG signal simulation in the interpretation of EMG signals through an experiment. This study acquired the SMUAP (single motor unit action potential) signals of ADM (abductor digiti minimi) muscle targeting 15 healthy adult males using surface electrodes. And this study suggested a new method to estimate muscle fiber number through MSE (mean square error) comparison between the acquired signals and the simulated signals with the ADM-simulator.
ADM Muscle and EMG
The muscles of hand can be divided into two types. First, muscles starting from arm and ending at fingers or hand. Second, muscles starting from hand and ending at fingers. The ADM muscle located on the hand blade surface belongs to digiti minimi together with ODM (opponens digiti minimi) and FDM (flexor digiti minimi), and is ruled by ulnar nerve. As for chemical mechanism according to muscle fiber's activation, an ion channel playing a role of passage for Na+ (sodium) and K+ (potassium), formed in the cell membrane of muscle fiber, is a voltage-dependent channel, and it forms potential upon depolarization. Actually, extra cellular action potential forms the potential as well.
MUAP is caused by depolarization and redepolarization generated on the surface of muscle fiber. These MUAPs generate EMG signals through Sum. An EMG signal becomes the sum of each MUAP, and MUAP becomes the sum of SFAP (single fiber action potential).
Computer Simulator Design
This study designed an ADM-simulator based on the cylindrical EMG signal model concerned with ADM, which is a spindle-shaped muscle.
This study detected 10∼30[㎶] SMUAP by inducing voluntary contraction with less than 1% MVC. This study estimated the number of fiber muscles included in one MU through simulation, while changing the depth and muscle fiber number of SMUAP using the ADM-simulator. The MSE values were used for the comparison of real experiment signals and simulated signals.
EMG Signals Generating Modeling of ADM Muscle
EMG signals generating modeling is generally expressed with cylindrical anisotropyshaped medium, and an assumption that muscle fibers are distributed in a parallel way within the cylindrical muscle is made. The basic unit composing muscle is muscle fiber, and the action potential generated in one MU is called SMUAP. SMUAP consists of the sum of SFAPs generated in one muscle fiber. Therefore EMG signals' simulation basically starts from SFAP modeling.
Line Source Model
A line source model is the model based on action potential, which is the result of convolution of transmembrane current generated in the weighting function and in the center of muscle fiber. SFAP ( ) in the volume conductor model is the convolution of transmembrane current ( ) and weighting function ( ), and can be expressed as follows:
SFAP can be expressed as the output of input transmembrane current and impulse response w in the linear system [1] [2].
SFAP Simulation
Concerning action potential within a cell, many interpretation models were presented through studies using the nerves and muscles of animals. Ludin et al. [3] [4] conducted a study through a muscle experiment of intercostal muscle, and mathematization was carried out by Rosenfalk [5] . Equation (2) expresses the action potential within a cell.
By modifying 1 ( ) to ( ) = 1 (2 ), generalization was made as shown in Equation (3) [6] .
Equation (4) shows the quadratic differential type of action potential within a cell.
Extra cellular action potential is the potential from the distance z, and Equation (5) can be expressed from the relational expression of distance = • .
where is conductivity within a cell, and its value is 1.010 [S/m] , is the diameter of the muscle fiber, and v is the conduction velocity (CV) of muscle fiber. The conduction velocity of SMUAP was 2.76 [m/s] , where is muscle fiber's diameter, its unit is [μm] , is CV, and its unit is [m/s].
Weighting Function Model
Weighting function is the function indicating voltage change in an electrode, when the same source moves using the conduction characteristics of media, namely sources, distance between electrodes, and muscle for EMG signals modeling.
where z and y are the axial direction and radial direction, respectively, and r is the distance from muscle fiber center to observation point. Because this model is anisotropy, , axial direction conductivity, is 0. 
Computer Simulator Design
This study designed an ADM-simulator using MATLAB. SMUAP was simulated by applying a constant and probability variable parameters, and the simulation was carried out with Gaussian distribution of the diameters of all muscle fibers within the same MU [9] [10] . When the number of MU is set up, MU's diameter is set up according to Poisson distribution. The MU within the muscle is located with equal distribution, and the mean muscle fiber diameter within the set up MU is calculated with Gaussian distribution. And then, the muscle fibers within MU are located with equal distribution as many as the set up muscle fibers. SMUAP and SFAP simulations can be carried out, respectively [11] .
Method to Estimate EMG Information in ADM Muscle
As for muscle fiber number estimation, this study decided the muscle fiber number by calculating minimum MSE value between the simulated SMUAPs, while increasing the depth and muscle fiber number with the SMUAP detected from voluntary contraction and the ADM-simulator. Figure 1 shows the simulation result of the ADM-simulator to estimate the muscle fiber number of SMUAP acquired from the experiment of less than 1% voluntary contraction. This study calculated MSE using MATLAB to compare MSEs. 20 SMUAP signals simulated according to the number and depth of muscle fibers were Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.139 (FGCN 2016) averaged, and MSE values were compared by averaging the SMUAP signals acquired for 10 seconds.
Muscle Fiber Number Estimation of ADM Muscle
Regarding the comparison of MSE values of actually experimented SMUAP signals and simulated SMUAP signals for muscle fiber number estimation, the depth change of muscle fiber was simulated with the unit of 0.1[mm] within the range of 1.0∼5. 5 [mm] for precise estimation. As for the change of muscle fiber number, MSE values in the 1,271 steps were calculated by changing five muscle fibers at a time in the range of 75~200 fibers. Through this method, the MSE value of the subject, Kwon. SH showed 0.42, the smallest, when the number of muscle fibers was 85, and depth was 5 [mm] . Thus the muscle fiber number was estimated as 85. 
Experiment and Discussion

Experiment Method
For SMUAP, this study induced and recorded voluntary contraction less than 1% MVC in the ADM muscle by stabilizing the system in order to maximally reduce noninputted noise level for signal acquisition, and the SMUAP at the size of 10∼30[㎶] was detected.
Regarding SMUAP simulation with the designed ADM-simulator, the muscle fiber number was estimated by comparing with the detected SMUAP by changing MU's depth and muscle fiber number. As a method to seek minimum MSE considering shape, amplitude, and period, this study estimated the muscle fiber number of ADM muscle. The subjects were 15 healthy adult males aged 25~59.
The produced EMG system consisted of the one channel surface electrode that can be attached to subject's skin surface, an EMG amplifier, a filter, an A/D converter, and a notebook computer for acquisition and analysis of EMG data. U.S. Delsys' DE-2.1 was used as the sensor and amplifier used for SMUAP detection in the ADM muscle, and Data Translation's DT-9804 was used as the analog-digital converter.
This study checked whether the same-shaped SMUAP is generated regularly in terms of 10 data by cutting EMG signals acquired for 10 seconds from the surface electrode with one second interval, respectively. Namely this study checked whether the firing rate was 8∼25 pps (pulse per second) presented by other researchers [12] [13].
Experiment Results
The amplitude of the SMUAP signals acquired from 15 subjects for 10 sec, respectively, was minimum 7. The muscle fiber number was estimated using MSE with the mean value of the simulated SMUAP and 15 subjects' SMUAP for 10 seconds. Figure 2 shows the muscle fiber number of ADM muscle targeting the 15 subjects.
Fig. 2. Estimated Numbers of Muscle Fibers from 15 Subjects
Discussion
There was a problem of measuring more than one SMUAP in terms of existing SMUAP measuring method, which did not consider actual anatomical structure. Therefore existing researchers' SMUAP simulations assumed that the diameter of MU was the same, and that the depth and muscle fiber number were fixed. As for the detection of SMUAP in this study, SMUAP was acquired by inducing less than 1% Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.139 (FGCN 2016) voluntary contraction, namely minimum strength size, for 10 seconds, and also whether the same shape was generated regularly, and whether firing rate was 8~25pps were checked. Therefore this study considered actual anatomical structure using physiological parameters and probability statistical parameters in the simulation. The estimated muscle fiber number in this study was 93±16. Such a result was the result of considering the depth, shape, and amplitude of SMUAP.
Conclusion
This study acquired SMUAP, which is the basis of EMG signals, using surface electrode, and estimated muscle fiber number through computer simulation based on EMG generating modeling. To acquire actual SMUAP, this study designed and made an EMG acquisition system in which non-input and noise level become less than ±0.2[㎶], and acquired SMUAP less than 20 [㎶] in ADM muscle using the surface electrodes. To embody SMUAP simulation, this study designed and embodied MATLAB based on the line source model in terms of ADM-simulator calculating single muscle fiber action potential with the convolution of transmembrane current and weighting function. Also, the muscle characteristics at that time were simulated to be similar to actual EMG signals in consideration of probability distribution. This study estimated muscle fiber number with a method to minimize MSE taking into account the shape, amplitude, and period in terms of the simulated SMUAP and the detected SMUAP.
This study estimated 93±16 muscle fibers through the newly suggested method, and conducted muscle modeling based on ADM's anatomical structure. Therefore the results of this study are expected to be applied a lot to the preventive medicine field for muscle disease patients through EMG analysis, since the estimation of EMG change and a variety of information estimation are possible according to location or depth using computer simulation.
